Konrad Curze

Positive

Fear (3) is genuinely terrifying to face off
against. There’s a lot of units who will suffer at
the hands of this - even Legion Praetors.

Negative

Positive

Sevatar

There's a smattering of Fearless units that also
have the ability to really mess Curze up - so
target identification is key.

WS7 at Initiative 7 with 5 Attacks on the charge
(6 with Bloody Murder) is really nice. The
Night’s Whisper, already +2 Strength (S6), gains
Instant death when fighting in challenges with
WS5 and above, meaning you’re almost always
wanting to challenge in those instances.
Sire of the Night Lords is such a great army buff It doesn't stretch to Vehicles, so you'll still need Shadows of Past and Future is a great Psychic
- granting Night Vision and Bloody Murder to +15pts per Squadron to ensure you can reach
power, adding +1WS and +1 Attack, taking him
Infantry, Cavalry and Dreadnought unit types out and touch someone. Not a massive negative to a total of WS8 and 6 Attacks of the charge (7
with Legiones Astartes (Night Lords).
considering the average Legion builds.
with Bloody Murder).

King of Terrors can be brutal when it triggers. It's not a dead-cert to get off and requires a bit
Get in close amongst the enemy and destroy a of baiting and skill to ensure you can get the
unit. This forces a pinning test on those units best from it with minimal risk to Curze himself.
within line of sight and not locked in combat effectively determining your next bound
(aiming for pinned units to get off A Talent For
Murder).

The Nightmare Mantle provides him with a
2+/4++ and allows him to ignore all modifiers
to his movement, pass all Dangerous Terrain
tests and automatically runs 12".

Can swiftly find himself unsupported by the
rest of the army if you move too eagerly. Night
Raptors become expensive ablative wounds.

Negative

Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

Negative

Positive

Not only can Contekar be taken as a Retinue
Squad for Sevatar, but if Curze and Sevatar are
not present in the army, a Squad numbering no
more than ten models may be your
Compulsory HQ choice.

Taken against Ld7, it's about a 50% chance (-/+
5%) of him suffering Perils of the Warp. You’ll
need some models with him to take the D3
wounds that Perils forces, or be brave and tank
it on his 4++.

Comparatively cheap Terminators with WS5
and 2W, albeit very anti-power armour
specialised.

Despite it being in the lore, Sevatar himself
cannot Deep Strike, meaning you’re either
looking to run him up the table in something
like a Command Rhino/Rhino with a Squad to
provide him some protection whilst also
getting him into the action later on. Alternative
solution would be to use a Dreadclaw, but that
has its own issues due to the rules writing
issues it has.
As above, the tactical sacrifice can really reduce
the potential effectiveness of this.

Curze is a solid army buffing Primarch who has an immense impact on the table. On the page he Sevatar is a definite force multiplier for Terminator heavy armies and adds some effectiveness to
isn’t stand-out amongst his brethren, having roughly average stats, but if you can get Glimpse of a more traditional (Terror Squads) Night Lords army too via his melee prowess.
Death off, he becomes rather resilient. Night Vision for virtually all of your army is great,
considering it’s normally a +15 point upgrade and Bloody Murder can make a huge difference to
game play by providing not only enhanced mobility, but also enhanced lethality. Stay away from
anything S12 or with Instant death - as even Psychically charged, he will suffer greatly from it.

Terror Assault
Swift Blade

Positive

Contekar

Attacks in a challenge don’t spill out, so they’re Cheaper than they were in 1.0, being 115 points For some reason they’ve Veterans who don’t
effectively wasted. Can be a solid way to
base for five and +18 each for up to 15 models in have WS5 and only 1W. They swiftly become
remove Sevatar from the fight if the opponent a Squad.
quite expensive. For what they are.
actively wants to sacrifice a Chosen Warrior for
instance to protect a Praetor.

Fear (2) brings some huge buffs to the table.
There's a smattering of Fearless units that also
Every level of Fear brings with it a more assured have the ability to really mess Sevatar up - so
chance of having the enemy fail Fear checks target identification is key.
Fear (2) is where this starts to really take hold.

Master of the Atramentar gives units of Legion
Cataphractii Terminators and Legion Tartaros
Terminators Deep Strike. In addition, Legion
Cataphractii/Tartaros Terminators and
Contekar Terminators gain Preferred Enemy
(Everything) for the duration of the turn they
deploy in on. This is a huge buff when you
consider the fact they’re Bulky (2), which pretty
much assures A Talent for Murder.
7 Attacks base, providing you with 9 on the
Strength 6 attacks mean you're wounding
Precision Strike (4+) means that you don’t need
charge at Initiative 7/WS8 is nothing to sniff at. Contemptor Dreadnoughts on 5+, so avoid
to fight in a challenge every time to be able to
Mercy and Forgiveness provide Instant Death allowing them to get close to him. Use Hit and remove key enemy models.
on a 4+ and have Shred, so you're likely to
Run to get out of situations you don’t want to
plough through units. If the unit you’re
be in.
charging is falling back or pinned; that number
goes to 10 attacks thanks to Bloody Murder.
Glimpse of Death psychic power takes your
Taken against Ld7, it's about a 50% chance (-/+
attacks to a whopping 10 on the charge (11 if
5%) of him suffering Perils of the Warp. You’ll
you’re charging Pinned or Falling back units),
need some models with him to take the D3
whilst adding a 4+ Feel No Pain. Solid personal wounds that Perils forces, or be brave and tank
buff.
it on his 4++.

Terror Squad

Flexible melee and ranged options to allow you
to fine tune your army to do what you want it
to do. Volkite is still the go to option for pure
weight of fire, but Rotor Cannons have a
definite use now due to the fact they cause
pinning.
Preferred Enemy (Infantry) in combination
with A Talent for Murder means that you’re
going to melt Power Armour. Effectively, with
some target priority, or taking an extra
Executioner per 10 man squad, you’ll be hitting
on 2+ and re-rolling 1s.

Volkite is +2 points each, Rotor Cannons is +5
points each. They become more expensive the
more you specialise, when frankly,
Reconnaissance Squads are both cheap and
effective. Melee options are very expensive.
Unit activation sequence does become
important. This is made more important with
reactions being able to reduce your squad size.
Sometimes, Preferred Enemy can be too
effective with A Talent for Murder.

Fear (1) comes baked in and is quite useful for
driving the enemy into a situation where
they’re potentially being swept.

Negative

Night Raptors

Positive

No Master of the Legion, so no Rite of War. You Fear (1) is finally baked in and Night Raptors
don’t receive a Warlord Trait due to the
will certainly benefit from it with WS5 and 2W.
restrictions laid out in the main rule book for
gaining Warlord traits either (until an FAQ
clarifies selecting a character within a squad).

Negative

Quite expensive from the off, being 185 points
base for five and five more costing +25 points
each. Their cost almost makes an Apothecary
an auto-take.

Contekar don’t have much in the way of
reliable anti-terminator war gear and this can
be a huge issue in game. Frankly, Night Lords
have an immense amount of anti-power
armour and these don’t offer much more for
their cost.
Deep Strike is baked into the unit, providing
Master of Signals or a Vox Distruptor upgraded
them with an alternative to trundling along the Command Rhino can really upset the potential
table on foot or in a Land Raider.
of your Deep Strike. The Dreadclaw option,
despite looking amazing isn’t really good due to
the fact that it doesn’t have the Orbital Assault
Vehicle or Assault Vehicle rule organically. That
said, 4x five man squads coming down in Drop
Pod/Deep Strike Assault is pretty special.

Warhawk Jump Pack means you can move
Night Raptors up the table seriously quickly. It
makes their characteristic 12”, which adds +2”
bonus to your Charge distance.

It’s tempting to position them close to the
enemy in deployment, but the loss of even one
Raptor is keenly felt. Certainly a case of a high
risk and high reward unit.

Sudden Strike (1) combined with A Talent For
Murder and Bloody Strike makes a unit with
virtually any of their weapons horrific to face.
Swinging with Chainglaives for instance sees
16 attacks on the charge base from 5 of them, 21
with Bloody Murder in effect, hitting at
Initiative 5 on the charge and A Talent for
Murder increasing your to wound rolls by +1.

Volkite Cavitators bring a huge amount of
Strength 6 Volkite. Heavy 4 with Deflagrate will
mulch power armour and take some wounds
off Terminators.

Access to special weapons, at a cost, allows
some ranged flexibility. They have baked in
Night Vision to really take advantage of them.
It’s definitely worth taking one Meltagun per
five if you’re lacking in anti-tank and concerned
about them being targeted by Dreadnoughts or
de-bussing enemies from transports.

Because of how strong they can be, they’ll be a
priority target. They’re absolutely a case of
being glass cannons and can’t just be run up the
middle without expecting to lose a huge
amount of points. Each weapon option adds
significant points cost. Chainblades are quite
effective because they aren’t two-handed, but
Lightning Claws are +15 points each and that
equates to 3 Chainblades/Glaives when you kit
two models out with twin Lightning Claws.
Every weapon adds yet more cost to the unit,
with the aforementioned Meltaguns being +15
points each.

10” range means you’re pretty much in a do-ordie situation, whereby they either have an
effect or are counter-charged the following
turn and get the bad news from the enemy. If
this is power armoured enemies, there’s plenty
to like about this - if it’s Terminator armoured,
then you’re better off popping the advanced
reaction to get another round of shooting in
prior to your own charge.

Skirmish works nicely for them, allowing them Infiltrating the Squad in can cause issues when Bulky (2) makes little additions (like stepping
to properly spread out (3” coherency) whilst
spreading out if the enemy has Augury
up to 6 man units) reap large rewards with A
also improving their cover save.
Scanners. Always mind your surroundings.
Talent For Murder.

Infiltrate allows them to be used very early on
in game and potentially setting up turn 2
charges. Popping them in a Rhino and
infiltrating in is a surefire way to cause concern
for an opponent.

Interception reactions are your only real
Tartaros armour brings the ability to come in
concern here. Effectively, if you’re playing super from reserves, shoot, charge and sweep units.
aggressively, you will be looking to massively
reduce the enemies potential in melee by
massed fire from Volkite or Rotor Cannons.

Legion Specific Unit Summary

Terror Squads are quite fragile and undoubtedly expensive, but can really help you specialise
your army around A Talent For Murder. Rotor Cannons either wholesale in one squad or spread
around each unit can really determine the battle for you. Infiltrate will help you get in an put the
enemy on the back foot, but can also be a double edged sword if you can’t pin the enemy.

2+/5++ saves mean that the shortfall against
other Terminators is actually magnified as
some of the nastier Terminators are in
Cataphractii.

Contekar are a mixed-crate of solid mobility and offensive capability, paired with some fairly
huge shortfalls (such as a weakness against enemy terminators). They generally will be getting A
Talent For Murder off in both the Shooting and Assault phase and depending on how successful
a Deep Strike Assault can be carried out, can have huge effect on enemy units out of vehicles. It’s
a shame the Cavitator doesn’t cause Pinning because it would really amp up their effectiveness
and make their cost more palatable for a one-horse-pony that most of your army does as well,
but cheaper.

Night Raptors are our premium Elite unit. They’re glass cannons and will likely be a primary
target. Deep Strike is quite effective here in this regard, though you’re then potentially at the
whims of dice for reserves. They’re very expensive, with average squad cost coming in around
380-420 points.

Legion Rites of War

Terror Assault is a highly thematic Rite of War for the Night Lords that sees Terror Squads and Night Raptors able to be taken as troops (though they do not gain line) and Night Fighting automatically coming into effect at the start of Turn 1, and remain automatically in play until the end of Turn 2. At the start of Turn 3 Night Fighting continues on the roll of a 4+ and then ends automatically on Turn 4. This is a solid bonus to your units
who will naturally require either Prey Sight to give them Night Vision, or you take Curze to provide it free to Infantry, Cavalry and Dreadnoughts. Every Character on the table gains Fear (1), which neatly tops the bonuses off. The limitations are quite hefty however; firstly you can only have one Heavy Support choice and secondly, no Lord of War or Super-Heavy sub types can be taken. This means the Rite doesn’t scale well as the points
increase - as you’re forced to rely on Fast attack choices to such as Sabres or Javelins and Elite choices such as Dreadnoughts or weapons carriages to make up the deficit. At 3,500 and above this really shows and the Night Lords start to look significantly outgunned.
Biker gangs from Nostramo sounds like an amazing Rite of War, but unfortunately this one causes issues with the Legion rules - predominantly because the Spatha Combat Bikes have no Bulky value. You have to take 5 HQ choices, one of which must be a Praetor, the remaining four being Centurions. All of these models are considered the Warlord and all have the Jadhek Clanlord Warlord Trait. This is a massive bonus as you have to kill
all of the models to gain Slay the Warlord - and every one of those models should be embedded within its own squad to ensure that is as difficult a VP to secure as possible. Legion Outriders may be taken as troops, but don’t gain Line, meaning once again, you’re watering down the narrative of this specialist formation just to score. The two main limitations come in the form of the fact that not only can you not take any units that include
one or more models with the Heavy, Bombard, Slow, Super-Heavy or Artillery sub types; but you also can’t take any model that must be the Armies Warlord - such as Curze, Sevatar etc. Again, it doesn’t scale well at larger points levels and has too many issues to be anything other than expensive to buy and difficult to get the best from.

SWOT Analysis

Mobility is a huge bonus to the Night Lords, with either fast moving units such as Night Raptors or Infiltrating/Deep Strike capable units. Fear is comfortably spread in varying levels of effectiveness across all of the Legion Units, and Rites of War such as Terror Assault grant those with the Character rule Fear (1). For Independent Characters (important for non-named character narrative events) there is the option for Trophies of
Judgement for +10pts to grant Fear (1). Effectively, Night Lords biggest strength is the ability to move quickly up the board, causing casualties at range, cause Fear and then over-match the enemy in melee, with the intent to sweep. Curze is a huge force multiplier in himself.
Most of the Night Lords Legion Units are fragile and need decent battlespace management to ensure they are not whittled down needlessly. This can make it somewhat difficult to get the best out of the Legion considering how expensive most of these units are - every loss is keenly felt. There’s not a wide amount of access to AP 2 across the Legion, with very minimal at Initiative. The Night Lords are limited mainly to Breaching (6+)
across most of the Legion Specific Units like Contekar, Night Raptors and Terror Squads. This reinforces the issue with the units also being fragile. Instead, look to use normal Legion Terminator Squads or shoot the Sv2+ units off the table. The two Rites of War give no Line to the specialised formations they represent and neither scale well above 3K due to their restrictions.
Building Pinning into your army will significantly amp up your potential to do damage. Legion Reconnaissance Squads with Nemesis bolters infiltrating in to key positions to maximise effect for Infiltrating Terror Squads or Deep Strike Assaulting Terminators is the cheapest way to do it. For more resilient force-multiplication, the Kratos with HE Shells or Arquitors with Morbus Bombards can provide resilient firepower at range. Most of
your unique units have Frag grenades and a large amount of basic forces do too, so can come in as a last resort. Full fat or mixed-crate Terror Squads with Rotor Cannons is the mid-ground or if you want an HQ that can cause Pinning, the Vigilator is a solid choice. There is a balance between games becoming oppressive due to everything being pinned and a genuinely fun game however. This is entirely reliant on your local meta/player
ability. Night Lords Destroyer Assault Squads are also horrific, especially when loaded out with Volkite Serpentas and Chainglaive on the Sergeant and one other. Their natural -1 to toughness from Rad Grenades combining nicely with charge bonuses, A Talent For Murder and if you can trigger it, Bloody Murder is assuredly a way to mulch a T4 unit.
Any enemy that builds heavily into Fearless/Legion Standard/Armoured/Dreadnought armies will swing the tide back heavily in their favour. Fear has a short range (melee) and the place most of your Legion units want to be is in combat. Despite their mobility, one of the biggest threats to Night Lords is superior ranged firepower (Imperial Fists Bolt/Auto weapons for instance) engaging them en route to melee. The other hard counter to
the Night Lords outside of Dreadnoughts, is Legion Specific Terminators. There simply is no solid, affordable counter in the Night Lords Legion Specific units to these. Similarly, the mobility of the Night Lords is a threat to the heavier units in the army - which can find themselves unsupported quickly. Finally, neither Rite of War makes specialised troops line, so scoring can be an issue in a thematic army.

